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The author tries to validate the Gommans' e-loyalty (drivers) model for a German accommodation meta search (Trivago). At 

the same time, she tries to specify the relative importance of each dimension of the model. The thesis is based on a survey 

among 390 Trivago Facebook fans (because the author supposed that these users represented the loyal customers of Trivago). 

I appreciate quality of both theoretical and practical part (and how those parts are interconnected). There are some small 

formal mistakes and questionable moments regarding methodology. However, these do not diminish the overall quality and 

depth of this thesis. Question: What are the most significant differences between e-loyalty and "offline loyalty" drivers? Is your 

study supporting existence of these differences?

 E V A L U A T I O N  O F  T H E  M A S T E R S´ T H E S I S

Examine the key drivers of e-loyalty and their relative importance (on an example of a internet based company).

Key Drivers of E-loyalty: Case of Trivago Company
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